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This article approaches the complex issues facing graduates of MA courses considering a PhD in a Humanities 
discipline. The individualistic and subjective nature of a Humanities PhD as well as the economic and social 
pressures that arise from the fact that it is increasingly modeled upon its Science counterpart, make decisions 
nothing but straightforward. Scholarly work on this subject has been done mainly in the Social Sciences1 and 
Modern Languages2 and then again not specifically on the transition from MA to PhD. This article is setting a 
hypothetical scenario of having had a PhD proposal rejected because this scenario offers rich opportunities for 
discussing the issues of transition that are generally unspoken of within the postgraduate community. It is 
therefore addressed not only to candidates with that particular experience but to all postgraduates and also to 
doctoral supervisors and education practitioners at large. Although the article is mainly concerned with 
developments in the UK, it has a relevance to scholars internationally not only for the purposes of comparison 
with their own country but also for outlining the possibility of becoming part of the UK educational system 
either as students or staff. It will also allow comparisons with existing articles specifically written for other 
countries, of which there is a sizeable body.3 

 

Having a PhD proposal rejected can be a significant blow for a candidate, especially if they have a good academic 
record up until that point and this is their first major rejection. However, if one is to view a PhD proposal as a 
piece of writing, and we take into account that most authors have less than a 10% success rate, especially early 
on in their careers, having a piece rejected may be taken just as a rite of passage. It may also be helpful to reflect 
upon what exactly has been rejected.  
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The possibilities include: 

a) your choice of subject: they may not have an expert in your field of study, even if superficially it appears 
that they have. This one can be tricky because if your topic is very original, innovative and ambitious 
they may not have an expert that can successfully supervise or examine it anywhere! Maybe you should 
do something more modest for your PhD and write your controversial or majestic magnum opus later. 

b) the way you have organised your proposal: PhDs have become more and more regularized and they are 
processed in the same way as any other product of human endeavour. Whether in your opinion that is a 
good thing, the fact is you can only influence procedures once you have qualified, so it may be worth 
thinking more about the formatting of your work because, within the present system, it may be what is 
holding you back. In any case, a well-organised (if bland) PhD proposal may be very helpful to you when 
you come to plan your research programme with your supervisor once accepted.4 

c)  your perceived level of competence: there are many ways to make a PhD work, but you must recognise 
that your supervisor and the University are taking a risk on you. Any project that is going to last between 
three and seven years is risky, and completion rates are lower in the Humanities than they are in the 
Sciences. There are of course remedial courses in the first year of the degree to fill in any gaps in 
knowledge and to strengthen your skill base. Having said that, if for any reason it is thought that you 
lack some of the essential skills to complete your doctorate, they may still be reluctant to allow you to 
embark on the project at all. It may be worth including a paragraph on your skill base as part of your 
research proposal. 

d) your scholarly objectives; this is especially likely at your home institution or if your style of scholarship 
does not fit in with a particular institutional culture. 

The variations in expectation, scope, research style, rewards and scholarly culture from country to 
country, from institution to institution within countries, and within sub-disciplines even at the same 
University can indeed be significant; it is advisable, therefore, to do some research on the top six 
Universities on your hit list before you make your decision. 

I have expressed my views on scholarly objectives in my particular field of study in a bold opinion essay,5 the first 
of its kind in my discipline.6 In the essay I have outlined the many divisions within an apparently very compact 
discipline such as Byzantine Studies. Having grouped such divisions into three broad categories, namely period 
of study, geographical region of institution and style of scholarship, I have argued and still maintain that these 
divisions are becoming more pronounced and tend to lead to further subdivisions, and that – if the trend 
continues – they will develop into autonomous sub-disciplines with even less in common. As far as the graduate 
student is concerned, there is very little they can do about any of this at this stage in their careers, except to 
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have an opinion on whether it is good or bad – if they care to. However, it is important that they understand the 
rules of the game, unspoken until my essay, because these are the rules by which they will be accepted or 
rejected for their PhD. To assist students within my particular field of expertise, I have followed up my original 
methodologies essay with a longer piece dealing specifically with the research questions of the medieval cult of 
saints.7 Such essays can help students build on existing work and they are successful in bridging original research 
with postgraduate teaching.8 

e) assorted institutional reasons: University policies, Departmental dynamics, student numbers, career 
changes, sabbaticals, and several other random factors that you cannot know or predict may mean that 
what seemed like your ideal slot has turned out to be a red herring. 

f) your projected later-career persona; i.e. how useful you might become as a cog in the cogwheel in five 
to eight years’ time.9 Are you a prestigious commodity for the institution?10 Although this is not a 
scholarly way of approaching the candidate and it may even be bordering on discrimination, it would be 
naïve to assume that professional interest and prejudice are not going to inform the way applications 
are prioritised. It would strengthen your application if you can show that you see yourself staying in the 
profession but only say so if it is your true desire; there are many other ways to strengthen your 
application, and in this article I am suggesting several. 

g) you as a person: this one is straightforward. If they don’t like you somewhere, it is not worth wasting 
your breath. There are other people and places where you can make your mark. Your aim is to become a 
brilliant scholar not to show them the error of their ways. In the political-correctness-conscious culture 
we inhabit personal dislikes are not supposed to happen but they are true enough. 

So hold your head high and believe in yourself. Remember that an easy path early on in one’s career does not 
necessarily produce the most prolific, prominent or profound scholars (or human beings) and that even if it does 
there are many other pathways that can take you to your goals. Do not be envious of others. This is not a 
scholarly attitude. Think about your own objectives and desires and focus on them. Defining your goals should 
not be too hard, once you gain some emotional distance from the situation. This will stop your decision being 
forced by a sense of despair. 
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Now that you have been turned down, you are in possession of immense freedom. You are not tied to the 
institution upon which you had pinned your hopes and your life reverts back to you. Whether you will turn this 
rejection to the opportunity that it can become is largely a matter of personal choice. I am assuming for the 
purposes of this article that you are still interested in doing a PhD but the same principle applies if you go on to 
excel in something completely different.11 The first thing you must do, is take responsibility for your destiny. Not 
unlike publishers, recruiters, and other professionals who work with Humanities graduates, lecturers are 
employees with a lot on their plates and their own careers to manage. They cannot, and in most cases will not, 
be able to spend large amounts of time and energy on doctoral candidates that they and their institutions have 
rejected to give on-going advice and pastoral support. You are not a student any more – is it not marvelous in a 
way? The creativity, drive and imagination required to make your new plan and the expert execution of your 
next move will have to come from you. 

 

There is a heightened sense of liberty in owning your destiny, as is in all the perennial subjects of the human 
condition: solitude, alienation, death, love… Defining yourself as a scholar can be an extremely difficult journey 
but it is a necessary and very rewarding part of what you are striving to become. From the point of view of 
writing this article, it is not particularly easy talking in general about the experience candidates will have in a 
wealth of Humanities disciplines with quite different demands but the basic principles are the same; I think, 
therefore that it is worth outlining some of them.12  

First of all, why do you want to do a PhD? Is it because it seems like a natural progression after your MA? Is it 
because you want to say something pertinent that you could not condense into the 10,000 words of your MA 
dissertation? Because you see it as an apprenticeship that will lead to your future authorship? Because you love 
teaching and you need the qualification to enter the profession? Or maybe because you like the kudos of the 
letters after your name? All or any of these reasons are fair enough and being open about them will bring great 
clarity to the discussion (within your own mind or with others) regarding your future. It is still perfectly valid 
wanting to do a PhD for its own sake.13 In any case, one thing is for certain: the PhD is now a requirement for an 
academic career, not only in the UK but internationally. If you want to be an academic then you do need one. 
You have to be aware of all the potential dangers and overcome them.14 

 

It may not feel like it at the time of rejection but your MA is a great asset to you, academically, personally and 
professionally. In fact, I would argue that the MA equips you with the skills needed in your post-doctoral life far 
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better than the doctoral degree itself can ever do. Start thinking of your post-doctoral persona and start putting 
your MA to good use straight away. Here is how: 

a) The MA dissertation 

Your MA dissertation is the perfect length for a first publication. Especially if you were fortunate enough to 
receive a high mark for the dissertation element of your MA, you may like to consider pursuing its publication. 
There is of course the possible objection that you are not ready, that your work is not mature enough, that you 
should wait until you are more mature and confident as an author. All these reservations are valid. On the other 
hand, scholarship dates quickly and if you shelve your MA dissertation until after you receive your PhD the lapse 
in time (anything from five to ten years) may mean that your MA piece is not anymore publishable without 
major revision. If it is publishable, or indeed published, unaltered (without taking any regard of the last ten years 
of publications in your field) it may just show you as a lukewarm, out-of-touch scholar to the outside world, 
however good it is otherwise, and it may even bring down with you the reputation of the scholarly journal who 
decided to publish you. If you decide to publish it in ten years with major revisions, congratulations; that is win-
win. In any case, I will explore the option of using your greatest asset now. 

We are lucky in our profession to have the reassurance of peer review. The system has its imperfections and 
drawbacks but, in general, I believe that if your essay is published by what you regard to be one of the top five 
journals in your field, it is probably good enough by the standards that the profession has set. It is still possible 
of course that you will mature and grow as a scholar beyond recognition in which case your MA dissertation 
would have been even better treated by your future self; this is something you will have to weigh up. There are 
also the essay competitions. These you have to take advantage of at an early stage in your academic career 
because they dry up soon after. The prestige of winning an essay prize is often accompanied by a monetary 
reward, which comes in useful in the case of most postgraduate budgets. Such essay prizes are sometimes 
automatically published but if not the accolade might make it easier to attract attention in your award-winning 
piece for publication elsewhere. MA dissertations as well as MA essays may give you the basis for such a 
submission.  In Appendix 1 at the end I am listing some examples of such essay prizes relevant to my specialism 
by manner of illustration. 

b) Professional experience gained 

If you have not done so already, this is a good time to start building your academic CV. And I am saying building, 
not writing, because it is all very well to have salesmanship but you will also need content. Consider any 
specialist skills that you have gained during your MA training, be it research techniques, map or 3-D model 
making, modern or classical languages, computer platforms, presentation techniques, acting or public speaking, 
field trips, sports or fundraising. List them in a logical manner, together with any volunteering, work experience, 
Student Union office or publications portfolio. If you have earned scholarships during your University career, list 
them too. The real work starts afterwards, when having listed your skills you see how you can improve. 

  



 

 

c) Subjects covered and employment potential (by way of a case study) 

The subjects covered during your MA year may lead to further academic opportunities, a new career or 
employment opportunities that can help you fund your future PhD. Additionally, showing that you can support 
yourself during your PhD studies and are financially independent can make your application more attractive to a 
selection panel. Incidentally, if you are eligible for funding from a major funding body always apply and give it 
your best shot; self-funding your PhD should be a back-up plan if no other option is available to you.15  

On your CV you may like to simply list your areas of expertise or group them in sub-categories. The fact that you 
have an MA in History, for instance, does not immediately communicate to the reader that your first degree was 
in History and Anthropology (Joint Honours) that you have an additional research interest in Ethnomusicology, 
you play the piano (Grade 8) and learning the harpsichord (2 years),  you have directed a Mystery play in the 
York Early Music Festival and plan to learn Classical Portuguese in your year out before embarking on your PhD 
examining the reception of the work of Marrano historian Samuel Usque (b. 1492). Such a background could 
make you an attractive candidate to employers in a number of industries if explained well. Such employers 
would include publishers, translation houses, commercial magazines, theatre groups, music organizations, 
theatres and youth groups amongst others. 

d) Get experience in publishing 

If you have taken some time out to re-group, work on your academic skills and obtain the necessary funding, this 
may be an ideal opportunity to also get experience in publishing. Publishing is a profession fairly akin to 
academic work and certainly a healthy relationship with academic publishers will make your life much more 
pleasant once you have entered the academic profession. Also, it will provide you with an alternative career 
option and another stream of income when writing the PhD. Several publishers have internship programmes 
from time to time, most notably HarperCollins and Macmillan, but it may be worth also taking the initiative and 
sending out some speculative letters enquiring about a first position (paid or unpaid). 

e) Build a writing portfolio 

Having an MA makes you an expert in a particular field and the only difference between you who is starting out 
and a professional writer is that they have the confidence to brand themselves as such. Your student experience 
in itself will have given you plenty of topics that you may like to write about for student magazines, local 
publications, literary small presses or more ambitious venues. You represent the new generation of the 
Humanities, in the broad sense of arbiters of culture and opinion, and your views are important; if you can make 
them heard they can make a difference, both to your community and to your career. There is also the possibility 
of reviewing. As an MA student you may have had the opportunity to review scholarly books as part of your 
degree; now why not do it for real and get your review published. Often you are given the book under review to 
keep and the publishers may even quote you in their own literature. And of course reviewing does not need to 
be restricted to books; if you go to the theatre, concerts, restaurants, ethical living events, street shows, book 
fairs, conferences, these are all reviewing opportunities waiting to be written up.  
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f) Revisiting the PhD proposal 

It is not unusual for students to gain their PhD by expanding an area of knowledge they first identified during 
their MA year. This is sometimes evident in listings of MA and PhD dissertation titles and is especially common 
amongst students who remained in their MA institution for their doctoral studies. Of course the requirements of 
the PhD degree are different, with the emphasis on producing an original piece of work that will make a 
contribution to the collective body of human knowledge, yet using your MA year as the basis for what is to come 
is perfectly legitimate. It may be sensible to revisit your PhD proposal in this light and see how you can re-write 
it building on the strength of your MA work. Also consider what other scholars in your field write about at 
doctoral level.16 

g) The Graduation 

Whatever happens in the future your MA is a prestigious qualification that noone can ever take away from you. 
The trouble with the PhD proposal being rejected is that it can obscure in your mind one very important fact: 
your academic success. It is the academic elite who tend to carry on to an MA and the fact that you are 
considering doctoral studies already shows your love of your discipline and intellectual aspiration. Be proud of 
your achievement and take a moment to reflect on your success. Perhaps make your MA Graduation that special 
moment of measured optimism.  

h) Use every last bit of what the University has to offer 

This may seem obvious but be sure to take advantage of the University facilities while you are still a registered 
student. There will be a strange lul after you have taken all your exams and you are still working on your 
dissertation over the summer. Although you are still working on your MA everything around you suggests that 
you have finished. This last chunk at the end is precious time for you. Make contact with other students, talk to 
your lecturers, visit the Career Service, attend performances and events and use your library card. Once you are 
out you are out… 

i) Have a plan 

Goal setting is as important in being admitted to do a PhD as it will be later in completing in. Although it is 
important to take time out of study, develop a rounded personality and enjoy some repose, these things will be 
even more appreciated in the context of an exciting future. Dare to dream and be prepared to work hard and 
show courage in trying to make your dreams happen. 

j) Mutual support 

Keep in touch with your MA group if you can. If small antagonisms and narrow-mindedness have not yet killed 
your friendship, you may become a great source of solace for one another in the hard and uncertain years of 
work, study, transition or bittersweet compromise that may be ahead of all of you. Seek strength in numbers 
and think of ways to help the group. It might pay dividends and, in the generally uncongenial and over-
competitive climate of academia, you will distinguish yourselves as admirable scholars with scruples. It is easier 
to build strong bonds while you are still under the same Halls, in the same rowing club or watching the lacrosse 
matches to support classmates. But if you need to make contact later do not hesitate; act before everyone 
moves away, changes their number or leaves the country. If they do but you have established some kind of 
rapport it will be easier to keep in touch and even beg for help. 
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Your MA group can also provide the basis for creating opportunities for new professional introductions and even 
lasting friendships. There are many events you can organize that would be of value to yourselves and to the 
wider community. There are many functions for professional academics and for PhD students and early career 
scholars but there is not much effort put into helping MA students, partly because there is no academic tradition 
of doing so and partly because the more advanced scholars, naturally, think about how to advance themselves. 
If you want to initiate events, however, there will most certainly be some good response, and there is also 
funding around if you know where to look and persist. Most large-scale events need between six and eighteen 
months to plan but there is nothing to stop you organising some closed seminars with a small number of fellow-
scholars (and perhaps a few PhDs or professors if they are free to come – ask, you never know, they may be 
flattered). An additional tool to your closed seminars could be the establishment of an Academic Reading Group, 
akin to ‘ordinary’ reading groups but geared to your chosen area of study. Such a group, meeting once or twice a 
month, can keep the flame of the discipline alive for those of you who may be working or taking time out to 
pursue other goals and can act as a spring board for more ambitious academic projects such as joint writings, 
seminar series or skills-based workshops. By doing most of the work yourselves, you can keep costs to a 
minimum, make your CV look increasingly brilliant, have fun and pursue your goals all in one package. Even if 
the idea sounds daunting or totally crazy do not dismiss it out of hand. Together you could make light work of it 
and, more importantly, you may be able to build the future of your discipline. 

k) Co-author 

Finally, the possibility of co-authorship is available to you. A first paper with a classmate, more established 
colleague or supervisor may help ease the burden or broaden your horizons and make you a better scholar. This 
sounds very attractive but tread carefully. For every collaboration that goes to plan, be prepared to have at least 
as many that fail. Although pulling resources has its advantages, writing with others is not necessarily an easy 
option and your relationships and professional success are at stake here as well as your sanity. As in all aspects 
of creative work, apart from the issues of authorship, finding your voice, establishing your areas of interest and 
making your views heard, there are different sets of beliefs, agendas, ethics, working patterns and endgames to 
take into account. As a junior author you may not always feel ready to deal with such a minefield and can be 
vulnerable and open to exploitation. In the Humanities in general, fewer papers are co-authored and maybe the 
reasons and the rights and wrongs of that are ripe for reflection.17 
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The Norman Hepburn Baynes Prize (biannual) 

Essay on a Greek subject (400 BC to AD 1453). Open to graduates or postgraduates of the University of London. 
Word limit: 15,000. Value: Pound Sterling 3,000. Further details from the Secretary of the Academic Trust Funds 
Committee, University of London, Senate House, Room 106, Malet Street, London WC1E 7HU. 

 

Prize in memory of Professor Nikolaos Panagiotakes (biannual) 

Essay on Byzantine and post-Byzantine culture. Languages: Italian, Greek, English or French. Age limit: 40 years 
of age. Length of essay: 100 A4 sides. Value: 2,500 Euros. For further details: Prof. Caterina Carpinato, 
Dipartimento di Scienze dell'Antichità e del Vicino Oriente, Università Ca' Foscari, Palazzo Marcorà Malcanton, 
Dorsoduro 3484/d, 30123 Venezia, Italia. 

 

Medium Ævum Essay Prize (annual) 

An essay on a topic of interest to The Society for the Study of Medieval Languages  (up to c. 1500). For 
postgraduates and recent early career scholars. Value: Pound Sterling 250. Deadline: the second Thursday of 
December each year. Further details: http://mediumaevum.modhist.ox.ac.uk/society_prize.shtml 

 

Cultural History Essay Prize (annual) 

Essays on a topic of interest to the International Society for Cultural History (ISCH). For PhD candidates or recent 
post-doctoral scholars. Languages: English or French. Length: 7,000 words. Value: Pound Sterling 250. Deadline: 
late May. Further details: http://www.romanistik.de/aktuelles/newsartikel/article/essay-prize-cultural-history-
2011-international-society-for-cultural-history/ 

 

Alexander Prize (Royal Historical Society; annual) 

A published essay on a historical topic by a doctoral student or recent post-doctoral scholar from a UK 
University. Value:  Pound Sterling 250 or a silver medal. Further details:  
http://www.royalhistoricalsociety.org/prizes.htm 
 

 

There are many other similar prizes and depending on your field of study you will be able to search for them in 
professional publications or targeted announcements or research them yourself. 
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